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MS 192

AJ 413 Papers of Avigdor (Victor) Schonfeld

Personal and family papers

1 Travel permit book/passport, 1905; immigration certificates for the
Schonfeld family members issued by the Department of
Immigration and Travel, British Palestine, 1922; application for
admission for Asenath Schonfeld to Frances Mary Buss Schools
for Girls North London Collegiate School, 1925; certificates
relating to schooling and qualifications of Victor Schonfeld,
1891/2-1921; photograph of a young man with a beard and side
curls (peyos) and snapshot of four children holding hands in a
circle standing in the sea ; Christmas card sent to Rabbi and Mrs
Schonfeld; souvenir Empire State Observatory voice record made
by Moshe Schonfeld

1891/2-1925

2 Autograph book, containing lines of poetry and contributions from
many individuals [probably of Solomon Schonfeld]

1920-5

3 “VS RLS letters”: correspondence; notebook c.1909-26

4 Correspondence of Solomon Schonfeld, including a long series
with his mother and some with his father; education certificates;
invoices

1927-33

General correspondence sequence

5 Postcards, mainly sent in Hungary, some London, in Hebrew script c.1890-1918

6 Correspondence, including from the North London Beth 
Hamedrash; share certificate, 1888; wanted poster relating to the
Hungarian outlaw, Rózsa Sándor, 1856; printed balance sheet,
1899-1900

1856, 1888, 
1892-1909

7 Correspondence, including letters from German subjects interned
as prisoners of war; card announcing the marriage of Schonfeld
and Rachel Sternberg, 2 Feb 1910; handwritten agreement between
Jacob Weinkoff and Abraham Weinkoff, 24 Apr 1917; letter from
the medical supervisor at the London County Mental Hospital
replying to Schonfeld’s enquiry about the situation of a patient

1910-19, n.d.

8 Correspondence; floor plans and elevations and related
correspondence for residential buildings for Jerusalem, 1895,
1921; newspaper; newspaper cuttings; menu in celebration of the
confirmation of Harry Rabotkin, 1925; invoices; typescript copy of
the Glasgow Corporation Order Confirmation Act, 1927; carbon
copy of an arbitration document, of which Schonfeld was one of
the arbitrators, for Jacob and Abraham Weinkoff, 1927

1920-9

9 Correspondence; parts of correspondence; visitors cards;
newspaper cuttings; sheet of stamps for the Comite Voor Joodisch
Vluchtelingen; typescript confidential memorandum to the Hon
officers of the Mizrachi Centre

1930-5, 1964, 
1968, n.d.

Alphabetical sequence

10 Jewish Secondary School Movement: correspondence, to or from
Victor Schonfeld; prospectus; accounts; circulars; invitations;

1929-50
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programmes; University of London examination pass lists;
invitation and attendance lists, including list of synagogues invited
to meet the synagogue council; wages book; scholarship
application forms

11 Slaughter of animals: copies of Slaughter of animals bills, 1911,
1929; Parliamentary Debates, 1928; correspondence, mainly with
Chief Rabbi J.H.Hertz relating to shechita; carbon copy of the
`Rules and regulations of the shechitah Board of the Union of
Orthodox Hebrew Congregations, 1945; memorandum

1911-45

Notes and notebooks

12 Notes, mainly handwritten, but some typescript n.d. 20  centuryth

13 Notebooks, including, Hebrew grammar notebook, notes to Bible
translation; covers of a notebook containing loose invoices and
bills, 1928-9 and an agreement between Rachel Leah Schonfeld
and the Metropolitan Council of Stoke Newington for the hire
purchase of electrical installation at 124 Green Lanes, 1930

n.d. [post 1910],
1928-30

Volumes and publications

14 Adath Yisroel Synagogue Hebrew class register 1923/4-25/6

15 Three booklets, including Rules of the Austrian Gemiluth
Chasodim Society; programme de Bet-Séfer Haklai (Ecole
secondaire d’agriculture)

1925, n.d.


